
Luminaire, so named for its luminescent hue, comes from three vineyards in
Bannockburn. We used the fruit from these blocks due to the fruits suitability
to make a great Blanc de Noir: lower colour skins, larger berry size, and the
very pretty fruit flavours. The 100% Pinot Noir fruit was handpicked then
gently whole bunch pressed to minimise colour pick up…

Sam Kim, Wine Orbit
It's gorgeously lifted on the nose showing rock melon, apricot, lemon zest and
subtle cherry notes, leading to a beautifully weighted palate that's juicy and
flavoursome. The wine offers pristine fruit flavours together with elegant
mouthfeel and fine texture, making it refined and engaging.  93/100 

Pete’s notes: 
Pale peach with clear hues. Perfumed with melon, white peach, red
apple, musk, honeysuckle and rose petal with hints of cinnamon and
aniseed. Lovely entry of white stone fruit, honeyed orange, pears,
pawpaw and apricot nectar. Succulent and salivating with a pleasing
mineral vein and a long crisp apple finish.

The name Providore means supplier and our intent is just that — to provide people with a true taste of our world. 
 

The very nature of Central Otago is what makes is so special and why we love it so much. North, south and east — its
diversity forms a patchwork of microclimates. All perfect for grape growing, each with a distinct personality. 

From the bright berry fruit of Gibbston to the dark fruit of Queensberry, Bannockburn’s ripe complexity and Alexandra’s dry
herb textures — character shaped by craggy mountains and tranquil lakes, gentle slopes and contrasting soils. Combined,

they form a complex palate of flavours that paint a picture you can taste.
We are Providore — dedicated to our craft and providing for our region.

 

Wine-maker PETE BARTLE
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